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Locks & Keys
COMMUNICATIONS WARM-UP



ENGLISH



Locks & Keys

Allow me to be 
open and talk

Cause me to shut off 
communication

3 keys and 3 locks– 6 behaviors in total

Three behaviors that other people do that:



Meet and Greet

1. Choose a person and share 
your Keys & Locks

2. [Share names if needed!]
3. Take 1 minute
4. Switch to another person
5. Share with everyone here



Questions

• Were there any Keys or Locks you 
had in common?

• Were there any Keys or Locks that 
conflicted?

• To feel comfortable & productive, 
what are the rules for this group?



Module Expectations
and Class Rules
HOMEWORKS, GRADINGS, ATTENDANCE, PARTICIPATION IN CLASS. 



Goals
By the end of the course the student should be able to:

• Recognize the importance of communication in effective leadership.

• Produce professional and high quality documents and presentations. 

• Understand the importance of transparency and performance to different parts 
of the organisation, and how this can be used to generate trust and value in the 
short- and long-term.

• Identify the fundamental elements required to communicate effectively and 
professionally in English. 



Content

Unit Title

1 Course Introduction: Fundamentals of Communication 
in the English-Speaking Business World

2 Written Communication in Global Business

3 Spoken Communication in Global Business

4 Personal Branding



Module Weighting

Component Weight

First Midterm 30%

Final Examination / 
Project

70%



Attendance

Minimum Attendance to receive final grade = min 80% of classes. 

Arrive 10 mins late = late

Arrive 20 mins late = absent 

Leave class during session for 5+ mins = late

Leave class during session for 15+ mins = absent



Participation in class is essential



Rules
Let’s set the expectation together…



Unit 1
Course Introduction: Fundamentals of Communication in the English-Speaking Business World



Unit 1 Contents

1.1 Characteristics of Effective Communication

1.2 Communication Types: Oral, Written, Non Verbal, Mass.

1.3 Challenges in Communicating Effectively. 

1.4 Communicating to Build Trust and Value



Characteristics of 
Effective
Communication
UNIT 1.1



Effective Communication



Effective Communication



Work in 2030
What will it look like?



Increase in Human Interaction

Human 
interaction
hours 

Data 
hours 



McKinsey – Shift in Job Types 



Key Takeaway

The future of work requires 
professionals to:

• Play roles that cannot be automated
• Take on more customer-facing and 

customer-aligning roles 
• Master consultative skills
• Continuously create value



Autonomous Professionals

Are:

• Good communicators

• Confident in making
decisions within their remit

• Proactive and forward 
thinking (empowered)

• Continuous learners

• Trusted

Are not:
• People who work alone in 

isolation
• Dictators or autocrats
• Immune to failure
• Always the expert



Trusted Advisors in Business

Keeps their
word

Strategic, long-
term thinker

Knows their
client’s

business

Reliable and 
punctual

Connects
emotionally

Communicator



Why is this all important?

“There is only one boss. The customer. And he can 
fire everybody in the company from the chairman on 
down, simply by spending his money somewhere 
else.” 

~Sam Walton



Types of Communication
UNIT 1.2



Types of Communication
Type Description

Oral Using our voice to communicate a message. 
E.g. meetings, presentations, speeches.

Written Using the written Word to communicate a 
message, e.g. emails, reports and contracts.

Non Verbal How the use of our body communicates a 
message, e.g. anger, confidence or urgency. 

Mass Communicating a message to many people at 
the same time. 



Oral Communication

Effective oral communicators use a wide range of skills to successfully 
communicate their message:

• Tone of Voice

• Intonation 

• Volume

• Pacing

• Active Listening

• Body language (see non-verbal)



Written Communication

Writing is still a highly valuable skill in the workplace. Skilled writers can use 
a variety of skills and techniques to convey powerful, convincing messages. 
Written communication requires the writer to use:

• Clarity of message. 

• Clear, unambiguous language.

• Appropriate form, style, grammar and register. 

• Graphics, images and other visual support.





Non-Verbal Communication

• Skilled communicators must master non-verbal communication, i.e. 
communicating without words

• Examples include: facial expressions, eye contact,  touch and body language.

• Others include: the physical environment, possessions and positioning. 

Even silence communicates a message.  



Mass Communication

mass communication is “the process whereby media 
organizations produce and transmit messages to large 
publics and the process by which those messages are 
sought, used, understood, and influenced by audience”

Littlejohn and Foss



Mass Communication



Challenges of 
Communication
UNIT 1.3



How not to 
communicate



Meta-Communication

A message is not just spoken
or written, there are can be 
secondary messages or
different ways of interpreting
what the message is. 



10% of 
conflicts is 

due to 
difference in 

opinion

90% is due 
to the wrong 
tone of voice

-Vea Mariz



Rare are 
conflicts due 
to difference 

of opinion

Half are due wrong 
tone of voice

And the other half 
are due to poor 
choice of words

Conversari Version



2. How we talk about 

the content

1. Content



Perspective = Reality
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Readers 
correctly 

interpret tone 

50% of the 
time

But readers think
they correctly 

interpret 90% of 
the time

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
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“Where 

are you?”



Emojis:

“Dumbing 
down” of 
communication 
or a two-
channel 
solution?   



Building Trust and Value
through Transparency and 
Effective Communication
UNIT 1.4



The Blanchard Trust Model



The Blanchard Trust Model

• Able (competent)

• Believable

• Connected

• Dependable



Blanchard Trust Model: Instructions

H = Hardly ever

S = Sometimes

O = Often

V = Very often

A = Always

For each question, select the letter that 
best describes the frequency for which 
the action corresponds to you.

Write down your answers on piece of 
paper 



ABLE: Demonstrate competence & skill

H = Hardly ever

S = Sometimes

O = Often

V = Very often

A = Always

1. Get quality results

2. Solve problems

3. Am highly skilled

4. Am good at what I do

5. Have relevant experience

6. Use my skills to assist others

7. Strive to be the best at what I do



BELIEVABLE: Act with integrity

H = Hardly ever

S = Sometimes

O = Often

V = Very often

A = Always

1. Keep confidences

2. Admit when I am wrong

3. Am honest

4. Avoid talking behind people’s backs

5. Am sincere

6. Am non-judgmental

7. Show respect for others



CONNECTED: Care about others

H = Hardly ever

S = Sometimes

O = Often

V = Very often

A = Always

1. Listen well

2. Praise others’ efforts

3. Show interest in others

4. Share about myself

5. Work well with others

6. Show empathy for others

7. Ask for input



DEPENDABLE: Maintain reliability

H = Hardly ever

S = Sometimes

O = Often

V = Very often

A = Always

1. Do what I say I will do

2. Am timely

3. Am responsive to requests

4. Am organized

5. Am accountable for my actions

6. Follow up

7. Am consistent



Blanchard Scoring

2. Multiply by given 
multiple.

3

12 27

0

0

1

2

1

3

2

10

3. Get a total for 
the area

1. Total the 
number of 
letter 
selections per 
section.



Repeat scoring 
for parts B, C & D



Total Score

33-35 = Outstanding! You’ve mastered this area
30-32 = Good. You’re on the right track
27-29 = Average. Keep working at it
Below 27 = There’s a lot of room for improvement 
here



Blanchard Trust



Reflection

1. Of the four elements, in which do you 
consider yourself strongest?...Weakest?

2. Which one do you value the most in other 
people, so that they can earn your trust?

3. Consider your family or friends. How do you 
think they would rank the 4 elements of trust?



Bowden Video



A tale of three brains…



MacLean’s 
Triune Brain 
Model (1990)



Reptilian Brain
Limbic Brain

Neo-cortex

55%
Body 
Language

38%
Voice 
Tone

7%
Word 
Content

*(Mehrabian & Wiener, 1967 and Mehrabian & Ferris, 1967)

Mehrabian’s 55/38/7 Rule



Good news – focus on 4 skills

760 observers of hundreds of hours of TED talks. The four key 
elements to success:

1. Posture. The first 7 seconds - with or without sound!

2. Hands. Hands visible, expressing metaphors

3. No script. And varying tone and pace

4. Smile. Held at least 3 seconds



Postures

 Move hands and arms above the waist, open palms



Postures

 Let hands fall by your side



Postures to avoid

 Crossed arms or legs; hands in pockets
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The Speaking 
Mechanics of 
Trust



Visual Contact

 Avoid scanning 

 Maintain contact for 3 seconds

 Move to a new person after finishing a sentence



Voice Projection

Breathing

Volume

Tone

Inflection

Pace



Volume and Pace

DOUBLE YOUR VOLUME

&  s p e a k a t  h a l f y o u r n o r m a l  p a c e



Pause

A pause

Grabs attention



Inflection
Your participation in this project is very important 

Your participation in this project is very important 

Your participation in this project is  very important 

Your participation in this project is very important 

Your participation in this project is very important


